A century
of quality
The story of this company has its roots far
away in time. We have to go back to 1914
company specialized in repair and
rewinding of electro motors.
Lupi did not take too much time to
establish itself in the market.
and maintenance, both on board and in
the workshop of oil separators type Titan,
De Laval, Sharpless etc. This experience,
which may now be considered as agelong,
establishes Lupi as one of the most
specialized companies in repairing and
construction and distribution of the spare
parts all over the world.

since 1914

CERTIFICATON

Our management system has been
found to conform
to the Quality Management
System standard
UNI EN ISO 9001:2008 (ISO
9001:2008)



PRODUCTS
Separators
Pre heaters
Plate heat exchangers
Fresh water distillers
Pumps and filters
Lupi carries a very extensive range of non genuine parts for
Alfa Laval and Westfalia separators, along with the most
important auxiliary equipment.
Alfa Laval:
MAB, MIB, MAPX, MOPX, MMPX, MMB, MFPX, WHPX,
FOPX, LOPX, SU series
Mitsubishi:
THOUSAND, EXCELLENT, FUTURE, GENIUS, HERCULES series
Westfalia:
OTA, OSA, OSB, OSC, OSD series

SEPARATORS
bowls. Each separator/bowl is dismantled and
checked for wear and damage on all scaling faces
and components, cleaned, inspected and rebuilt. All
parts are carefully checked for wear and new parts
All ball bearings, gaskets, o-rings are automatically
changed. The electric motors are replaced with new
ones regardless of their conditions. Every
separator/bowl is thoroughly checked, to ensure
the separators/bowls are packed and ready for
export, Lupi does all necessary run ups and test
discharges.
Lupi is also specialized in the maintenance and
repair of oil separators and bowls. Our team of
the vessels to match any need for survey, service and
guarantees a quick analysis and a suitable solution
for any kind of problems.

PRE-HEATERS
Lupi can provide a huge range
of pre-heaters such as:

ALFA LAVAL
CB/CBM type
CB / CBM 26-20
CB / CBM 26-40
CB / CBM 26-60
CB / CBM 26-80
CB / CBM 26-100
CB/ CBM 76-20
CB/ CBM 76-40
CB/ CBM 76-60
CB/ CBM 76-80
CB/ CBM 76-100
WESTFALIA
B10/10-20-30-40-50-60-70-80
B35/10-20-30-40-50-60-70-80
B45/10-20-30-40-50-60-70-80

PLATES
plates
and gaskets for most types of Plate Heat
Exchangers such as:

ALFA LAVAL
APV
GEA
SWEP
TRANTER

FILTERS & PUMPS
PUMPS
A complete range of spare
parts for IMO screw pumps:
ACE- ACG- ACF - ABQ - LPQ ACP - ACD

MOATTI FILTERS
120 series 140 Series 150 Series
240 Series 280 Series

FILTERS

BOLL & KIRCH
Filters for Water/Oil/Fuel
Application Automatic/Duplex/Simplex

FRESH WATER
DISTILLERS
For NIREX fresh water
distillers we are able to
supply plates and
gasket as well as spares
for all the ancillary
equipment as pumps,
ejectors, valves and
salinometer.

WARRANTY
All parts supplied by Lupi are perfectly interchangeable and produced by following the procedures for
surface treatment and tolerances of the parts.
This is to guarantee that the product has equivalent or even higher features as the original.
During guarantee period any item showing production failures/defects will be replaced by Lupi
completely free of charge in due time. Within the guarantee period returned parts remain property of
Lupi. In case of wrong installation of supplied parts and/or low maintenance of the machineries where
parts have been installed, Lupi rejects any kind of responsibility.
In this case any exchange will be at customer’s charge.

Terms
18 Months
- Spare parts for Oil separators, except parts included in the Service
- Kits, which have the running time as per original makers instructions
- Gaskets & Plates for Plate-Heat-Exchangers
12 Months
- Spare Parts for Fresh Water Distillers
- Spares for Lube Oil and Fuel Oil Filters
- Brazed Heaters
6 Months
- Reconditioned Bowls & Separators
- Pump spare parts
- EPC cards
- Ancillaries
- Service on board/ workshop

We are agents for

follow us

